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“The Hair Council has had an
incredibly busy time over the past
few months, with plenty going on
which I hope you enjoy reading
about in this edition of the magazine. Those State
Registered Hairdressers who attended the House
of Commons tea party this year had a wonderful
afternoon with an inspiring speech by one of
our MPs, the Rt Hon David Hanson. Earlier this
Summer, the UK Student of the Year Awards had
entries comprising some of the highest standards
we’ve ever seen which is exciting.
“Our industry is always changing and we
are changing with it. The expansion of the Hair
Council to include the Barber Council, and the
creation of Think Tanks across the UK, including
the Educators Think Tank and now the new SRH
Think Tank, has encouraged new ideas, directions
and hopefully ways to reach out to the industry in
a bigger way. As a registered hairdresser, let me
know if you would like to be involved on the SRH
Think Tank? Don’t be shy – we would love to have
you on board and hear your comments. To find
out more simply e-mail ellie@haircouncil.org.uk
“Be assured, we are also working hard with
Government and our Political Lobbying Company
are also taking our campaign deeper politically
than ever before. I hope you enjoy this second
edition of our new style magazine – feedback is
welcome!
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in the news state registered hairdressers

lynda whitehorn is Moving on up!
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Congratulations to Lynda
Whitehorn who, after five years
with the VTCT, has taken
on a new role as Business
Development Manager at the
company.
The VTCT has been
established for 50 years, and
awards vocational qualifications
in hairdressing and barbering.
Importantly, they are a key
sponsor of the Hair Council
and the campaign for state
registration.

While based in Hampshire,
the VTCT offers qualifications at
over 700 institutions nationally,
and Lynda’s new role focuses
both on supporting the centres
that offer the qualifications as
well as expanding the sector.
Lynda says: “I have seen our
hairdressing and barbering offer
go from strength to strength.
Now I can’t wait to get out to
centres and work with them to
expand the sector as much as
possible.”

Be Christmas
ready

Exclusively
yours

We were delighted to discover
that ambassador for the Hair
Council, Andrew Barton SRH
is now heading up the Urban
Retreat salon at Harrods, and
even more excited to see that
he’s got his eyes already on
Christmas goodies!
Andrew’s team is offering
a festive menu of six cocktailinspired looks at the salon, with
clients invited to select a styling
finish to get them gorgeousready; from sleek topknots to
tousled waves, these hair-dos
are perfect for the Christmas
party season.

Boom! The market in hair
extensions is massive reflecting
the ‘Kate Middleton/Kim
Kardashian’ effect with more
clients lusting after volume and
length.
In a ‘big reveal’ this summer,
Gold Class Hair Extensions rolled
out news of a highly selective
list of Elite-10 Gold Class salons
who will work to promote the
brand nationally.
Owned by London-based
hairdresser and award-winning
extensionist Inanch Emir SRH,
Gold Class enjoys a high
profile in glossy magazines
with celebrity patrons including
Mischa Barton, Rochelle Humes
and Michelle Heaton among
others.
The flagship salons chosen
for their experience and passion
for hair extensions, will follow

with State Registration from the
Hair Council.
“Our aim is to be the ‘designer
label’ of hair extensions and to
focus on quality over quantity,”
she says.

STANDARD BEARERS FOR EDUCATIONAL PROWESS
Now with 36 salons in the group,
any get-together by the Francesco
Group is going to be a rambunctious affair!

Colour
ambassador
Jack Howard SRH attracts the
ladies with his immensely skillful
colour expertise! We’re talking the
likes of Gillian Anderson, Poppy
Delevigne and Suki Waterhouse.
Now he’s caught the attention of
Viviscal Professional – the brand
behind hair supplments to promote
healthy hair – who have made him
their UK Colour Ambassador.
From his base ‘Jack Howard at
Paul Edmonds’ in Knightsbridge,
Jack is also official colourist to the
Next Model Management (more
ladies, Jack!) and social media
ambassador for us at the Hair Council.
‘#getregistered’

‘healthy hair days’ regimes
and offer a bespoke aftercare
programme tailored to each
client. Importantly, Inanch insists
that all individual hairdressers
using Gold Class be full qualified

The brand’s annual photographic
awards this summer – held along with
sister group Scissors – included a
showcase of trends and techniques

CHRISTMAS
2 0 1 5

The initiative is all part of
a strategy to promote the
hairdressing skills at the 5th
floor premium salon, where
Andrew and his education
team is working hard to
ensure training is top priority
and that the Urban Retreat brand
becomes better recognized for
first-class standards in hair and
beauty.

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Above: Educators at Francesco Group celebrate recognition at the company’s annual awards

as well as accolades for the teams.
A fun event indeed but built on the
important tenet of keeping skill
standards up. A strong supporter of
the campaign for State Registration,
Fr a n c e s c o G ro u p m a n ag i n g
director Ben Dellicompagni SRH
heads up a brand dedicated to
an extremely high level of training
– evident in the work shown by
the winners at this years company
awards.
Ben says: “Registration is a
step towards ensuring the quality
and professionalism of the hairdressing industry and safeguarding
consumers against unqualified and
incompetent traders.
Consumers need to trust that they
are in the hands of professionals,
which is why minimum training
standards are so important.”
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in the news state registered hairdressers

Tea for all
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Each year the Hair Council invites
State Registered Hairdressers
and industry advisers and
influencers to join MPs for
afternoon tea on the Terrace at
the House of Commons!
All registered hairdressers
and barbers are given the
opportunity to apply for tickets
to this prestigious and important
event, which blends networking
and socialising along with
the vital aim of keeping the
campaign for State Registration
firmly under the noses of the
country’s MPs. It’s fun and
exciting to be in this amazing
venue, but the serious business
of helping support and lobby
for registration remains the key
focus.
This year, Daniel Galvin OBE,
Andrew Barton, Jack Howard,
Sophia Hilton, Lino Carbosiero
MBE (the Prime Minister’s
hairdresser) and many others
were on hand to add their voices
to the cause.
In a packed room, Rt Hon
David Hanson MP called on
everyone to write or talk to their
local MPs about registration. His
speech was motivational and full
of great advice for his audience.
Daniel Galvin called on all
those in the industry to help
make registration a reality and
spoke of his unwavering passion
for hairdressing.
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01 Sarah Dawes, Claire Fasy
and Charlotte Froggadd
02 Mark Brill, Claire Hunter and
Daniel Minney 0
03 Mark Maloney, Trisha Buller
and Stuart Childley
04 Lino Carbosiero, David
Hanson MP and Daniel
Galvin
05 Bernadette Shaw, Suki
Kalirai and Giselle Kalirai
06 Adam House and
Gareth Clark
07 T
 revor Spencer and
Nick Robinson
08 Stefan Taricska and Emma
Breadmore
09 Alice North and Foxy
10 Demi Stainton and
Jamie Field
11 G
 ary Crowder, Jack
Howard, Sally Learmouth
and Ken Picton
12 J oshua Holland, Alix
Vanderweele, Marion
Pattison and Kirsty Xu
13 Dan Rix, Robert Rix, Dora
Fletcher, Vincent Fletcher
and Abi Rix
14 Anita Crossland, Mark
Coray, Hillary Hall and Diane
Mitchell
15 Kay Johnson and
Lauren Thompson
16 Shirley Davis-Fox and
Berni Tyler
17 Jayne Schauenburg and
Irene Meikle
18 Andrew Mitchell MP and
Marchella Broughton
19 Maggie Humphreys and
Bridgeen King
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call to action

Tell me about hairdressing
At the Hair Council’s House of Commons tea party, the Rt Hon David Hanson MP,
a supporter of the campaign for State Registration, called upon all hairdressers to
give the cause a higher profile. He was clear on what action each of us can take:
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“There’s a common refrain that all of you in the
each year, and in every town or village I cover,
hairdressing industry may find yourselves saying on
someone does that job. The questions of who
occasion: ‘MPs have no idea what goes on in our
sets standards, ensures the job is well done and
industry. What do MPs know about hairdressing?’
that hairdressers have qualifications, and that
Well the truth is, probably they know only what you
they practice safely… should be questions an MP
tell them! MPs, are like haircuts; they come in all
understands.
shapes and sizes. There will be MPs who, before
“You want to set some standards and improve
your industry, so decide what is it you want to
they were elected, worked as teachers, doctors,
see happen? Who do you want to regulate? And
bankers, trade union officials, miners, charity
what are the penalties for not meeting those
workers, special advisors… and yes, in one case
standards? What does the improved industry you
a hairdresser. There will be bus-drivers, postal
want look like? Then get to know your MP and tell
workers, soldiers, or even actors. There will be
them. No good MP worth the title will refuse to meet
MPs who spend hours on their hair and there
a local business. Invite them down to meet your
will be some for whom a polish or comb-over does
staff and customers – after all you pay
the job.But whatever they were in their
your MPs wages!
past lives or are now, the truth is that,
“Tell your MP about the challenges
once elected they have to deal with every
you face. Invite the press to take a picture.
issue under the sun that’s brought to their
Ask the MP to write a letter to the minister
door. They are now the representative
to raise your points; get their view on
of on average 70,000 people in their
the concerns you raise – ask them to
consituency.. And like so much in life,
take an interest.
what colours their view on an issue
“Why not bring all the hairdressers in
and how they look at and respond to
a constituency together to meet the MP?
a problem includes also what their
It will take 45 minutes and will leave a
constituents tell them.
lasting impression. Most MPs when
“An MP doesn’t know what you know;
invited, will do a little research and be
they don’t experience what you experience
prepared so don’t forget to ask them to
and they will never understand your
do something following the visit. When
industry like you do. But they can learn and
they have agreed say thanks (and follow
they most certainly have a duty to listen,
For one thing,
up to make sure they do).
respond and raise.
every person
“Don’t forget – you are your MP’s
“So my message at the recent Hair
I represent as
shareholders – and once every five
Council tea party, as one of those MPs
an MP, gets their
years you put them where they are now.
who knows little about your business was
hair cut at some
So, in between elections, use them,
simply this; tell me!
time each year,
educate them and together you can make
“For one thing, every person I represent
difference.”
as an MP, gets their hair cut at some time
and in every

town or village
I cover, someone
does that job.’

Italian Designed, Italian Manufactured, Aston & Fincher Service. Ginevra Chair £379 + VAT
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INTERVIEW
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Flying high
Angelo Seminara SRH is a multi-award winner including threetimes British Hairdresser of the Year. While he looks after some
select celebrity clients, Angelo has moved away from salon
hairdressing in recent years, and spreads his time between
fashion shows, editorial shoots, and brand campaigns. He is
dedicated to achieving and promoting the highest standards
in hairdressing, so we asked him about his career and his
commitment to the battle for state registration:
Portrait photographer: Justin Griffiths-Williams

“I began as a salon trainee in my home town in Italy,
then moved to Rome when I was 15 years-old to work
at Toni&Guy. When I moved to Rome, I started to open
my eyes. From Rome, I moved to London and began
working for Trevor Sorbie as an apprentice and the
rest is history as they say! Nowadays, I spend 40% of
my time working with Davines, 40% with my session
agency, 10% on exhibitions, and 10% for myself.
“The world of hairdressing is amazing; as well as
giving you the great satisfaction of making people look
and feel better, it also offers rewards both creative
and financial. British hairdressing is seen as being

the best in the world and I’m proud to be part of it
and I’m passionate about what I do. That’s why I’m
just as passionate that we should be recognised for
our expertise, taken seriously by people outside our
world. Hairdressing is one of the finest professions to
be involved in. Being a State Registered Hairdresser
proves our professionalism and I encourage every
qualified hairdresser who champions our craft to
register with the Hairdressing Council. It shows you
mean business.
“For me, nature is at the root of my creative inspiration, and I now have more freedom to experiment and

Hair: Angelo Seminara,
artistic director for Davines.
Colour: Edoardo Paludo.
Photographer: Andrew O-Toole.
Make Up: Akgun Marnisall.
Stylist: Johanna Schlenkza.

www.haircouncil.org.uk

INTERVIEW

uk student of the year 2015

develop concepts inspired by nature. You can see
this influence in lots of my collections with the use of
colour and texture. There is so much choice with colour
– there are thousands of tones in the world! Most of the
time, I create my own. I’ll spend two weeks creating
tones in the shed at the bottom of my garden, and
will keep working until I get the exact shade or tone
that I’m looking for.
“I’ve just been made Global Ambassador for Great
Lengths and I’m really looking forward to working
with them. I will continue to collaborate with Davines
in the development of amazing products. I’m keen to
continue to collaborate with amazing fashion brands;
to work with top photographers; to lead and create
strong teams of hairdressers around the world, and
inspire them to become better and achieve their goals
artistically; to design collections that will not only please
the trade but also the consumer.”

Hair is my passion
and I love what the
Hair Council stands
for - I hope one day it
will be mandatory for
every UK hairdresser
to be state registered.’
Demi Stainton,
pictured far left

The feeling of winning
is amazing!’
Rebecca Mardon,
pictured far right

14

Model students

British hairdressing
is seen as being the best
in the world and I’m
proud to be part of it
and I’m passionate
about what I do.
That’s why I’m just as
passionate that we should
be recognised for our
expertise, taken seriously
by people outside
our world.’

Encouraging youngsters to see the value in
training and entering awards to recognise
standards, the Hair Council presented
Student of the Year 2015 this summer
Run in association with
sponsors L’Oréal Professionnel
and the VTCT awarding body,
the Hair Council’s Student of
the Year award collected more
than 200 entries this year. NVQ
Level 2 entrants were invited to
create a red-carpet look, and
Level 3 an innovative cut and
blow-dry, with both groups
working live in front of judges
to finish in just 50 minutes.
Judges of the practical
section were Jack Howard,

Hair: Angelo Seminara,
artistic director for Davines.
Colour: Edoardo Paludo.
Photographer: Andrew O-Toole.
Make Up: Laura Dominque.
Stylist: Chloe Kerman.

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Yesmin O’Brien and Jayne
Schauenburg, with interviews
then conducted by Hair
Council’s Chair Lynda
Whitehorn, L’Oreal’s Gill Pope,
and Jayne Schauenburg.
Winners Rebecca Mardon
(Level 2) at Jet Hairdressing,
and Demi Stainton (Level 3)
from Grimsby Institute, seized
the day…
Thanks to all the sponsors
listed right who contributed to
the prizes this year.
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PRODUCT news

Browse some of our favourite new launches and must-have products:
Denman Tangle Tamer
Ultra is a larger version of
the popular original, and
which now allows stylists
to easily detangle long and
thick hair as well as wigs
and extensions.
Tel : +44 (0) 800 262 509.
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Redken One United is an allin-one, multi-benefit treatment
that is sulfate-free, parabenfree and provides 25 benefits in
three key areas: manageability,
protection, and beauty.
Tel: +44 (0) 800 085 4956
or visit: www.redken.co.uk

Matrix Biolage
Cleansing
Conditioners
are a new onestep revolution.
The no-foam
and fast-rinsing
formulas leave
hair with superior
manageability. The
range is available
for all hair types:
fine, medium,
coarse and curly.
Tel: +44 (0) 800 387 608
or visit: www.Matrixhaircare.co.uk

Indola Zero Amm color
range is 100% ammoniafree and includes 35
natural-looking shades for
a luminous light-reflective
finish. The five new
brunette shades offer full
white coverage as well as
great colour saturation for
a natural look.
Tel: 01442 278000.

Available exclusively to salons
Hair by Franco Vallelonga, Percy and Reed

Discover the secret
to growing your clients’ hair AND your retail profits
Viviscal Professional hair growth supplements are scientifically
proven to nourish each hair follicle from within to give your clients
thicker, fuller hair.
Mark Leeson, British Hairdresser of the Year 2014, says:
“...sales from Viviscal Professional have gone from 0 to 30%
of our retail sales and we expect this to increase further.”

Babyliss Pro Perfect Curl is new and improved! Now featuring
Hydrotherm Technology that delivers moisture boost to lock in shine and
give lasting hold to beautifully created curls. Visit: www.babylisspro.co.uk

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Call NOW to find out how you could start growing your retail business TODAY.
We provide POS, e-learning and one-on-one stylist training to support you all the way.
www.viviscalprofessional.co.uk 0845 399 0035 enquiries@viviscalprofessional.com

professional

Help boost your business

CAMPAIGNER

Give your customers an easier and more convenient way to pay.

A living wage
Anne Veck SRH at Anne Veck salon group in Oxfordshire became an
accredited Living Wage Employer this June (only the second hair salon in the
UK to do so) with the Living Wage Foundation. She was ahead of the curve,
as a month later George Osbourne’s July Budget introduced the concept of
a National Living Wage for employees over 25-years-old. So, what’s it all about?

Did you know that you don’t have
to use card acceptance services
of your bank? That means you are
free to choose a payment provider
who could help you get more value
from card acceptance services.
At First Data Merchant Solutions,
we understand that taking card
payments is critical to your business.

Choose a solution that’s right for you
Competitive card processing rates
Ability to accept all major credit and debit cards
Simple, secure and reliable card acceptance
in-store, over the phone or online through
your website
Industry leading payment specialists
Expertise in managing your compliance with
industry standard regulations
UK based call centres and payment experts to
advise and support you

Call 0330 123 453 or visit firstdatams.co.uk

A strong voice in our industry with a list of accolades
and awards to her name, Anne Veck SRH committing
to the Living Wage set by the Living Wage Foundation
means that all employees at Anne’s two salons (except
apprentices and those under 18 years) are paid a minimum hourly wage which is independently assessed
and higher than the ‘minimum wage’. The Living Wage
to which Anne subscribes (also adopted by large
employers such a London Transport, Google, Comic
Relief) is updated annually to take into consideration
the basic costs of living and how much people need
to make ends meet. It’s a voluntary standard of pay,
not compulsory, and it’s currently £7.85/hour (rising to
£9.15 in London) – significantly higher that the national
minimum wage of £6.50.
The founding director of The Living Wage, Rhys
Moore says: “The Living Wage is a robust calculation
that reflects the real cost of living and rewards a hard
day’s work with a fair day’s pay.”
Conversely, the Government’s July budget said a new
compulsory National Living Wage will be introduced
for employees aged 25 and over. The increase will be
introduced in stages, with the first step up to £7.20
expected in April 2016 – remember though, this is

First Data Merchant Solutions, a member of the First Data group which provides secure and innovative payment technology and services to more than six million merchants internationally; from high street shops to the world’s largest corporations.
First Data Merchant Solutions is a trading name of First Data Europe Limited, a private limited company incorporated in England (company number 02012925) with a registered address at Janus House, Endeavour Drive, Basildon, Essex, SS14 3WF.
First Data Europe Limited is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA register No. 582703).
© 2015 First Data Corporation. All Rights Reserved. All trademarks, service marks, and trade names referenced in this material are the property of their respective owners.
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effectively a higher National Minimum Wage, set by the
Government not the Living Wage Foundation..
We asked for Anne’s thoughts on this? “Anne Veck
Limited welcomes the announcement of a new “National
Living Wage” by the Chancellor in his budget. However
there are at least two key questions which need answering.
“Firstly, what will be the position of 18-24 year old adults
who are not included? Will they enjoy any minimum
wage protection at all? And secondly, whilst lower paid
employees’ wages will go up, many may experience
a reduction in tax credits and benefits, meaning they
may be less well off over all. As usual, the devil is in
the detail.
“I tend to agree with those who claim the new wage
is really a re-branding of the Minimum Wage, although
the increase is certainly going in the right direction. Many
salons will find these increases difficult to afford but if
it helps drive up wages and standards in hairdressing,
then it’s a positive. It’s about time the industry got rid
of its negative image for low pay.”
What do you think? Toothless or tyrannical? Let us
know your thoughts on the concept of the ‘Living
Wage’ and has the Government done the right thing…
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IMAGE-MAKERS
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graphic
strength

The Hair Council
promotes high
standards in skills
and artistry. Here
is our selection
of some beautiful
collections created
by hairdressers
and salons bearing
the title SRH.
Be inspired.

The
collections
21
24
acid
mermaid

www.haircouncil.org.uk

26
Spring
+ Autumn

the collections charlotte mensah

Graphic strength

22

A gorgeous collection by Charlotte Mensah SRH, award-winning stylist and salon owner,
expresses beauty and strength with shapes and texture.
Hair: Charlotte Mensah, Hair Lounge, London. Photographer: John Rawson, The Rawson Partnership. Make Up: Nana Yaa Grant.

www.haircouncil.org.uk
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the collections rush hair

24
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Acid mermaid
This collection from Jamie Benny SRH at Rush Hair combines ethereal and delicate
textures with a punk influence. The idea was to create images of mermaids with round
shapes and dark vibrant colours, giving the collection a moody and dark emotion.
Hair: Jamie Benny, Rush Hair. Make Up: Alex Chalk. Styling: Sasha Lewis. Photography: Jemima Marriot.

www.haircouncil.org.uk

the collections JOHANNA CREE BROWN

Spring + Autumn
Inspired by Ancient China, Yin and Yang and
Confucius’ philosophy, Johanna Cree Brown
SRH creates hair imagery that merges colour
play with an editorial mood.
Hair: Johanna Cree Brown at Trevor Sorbie.
Assistant: Hannah Lee Pledger at Trevor Sorbie.
Full Head Bleaching: Fanoulla Demetriou.
Photography: Oli Kearon.
Styling: Kieran Partise. Make Up: Marina Keri.
Nail Technician: Sabrina Gayle at LMC Worldwide.

26
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grooming

The barber’s place

Barbering photography is oh-so much more
groomed than ever. We like this selection from
the Envy Barber Education Collection 2015

What’s been going on in the barbering sector recently?
These are our favourite bits of news to share:

28

• 50 years after
starting out in
the industry
working in his
Dad’s barber
shop, Trevor
Sorbie has
launched his
first Barbershop
set within his
recently opened
Richmond-onThames salon.
It is headed
up by barber
Samuel Galvin
who says it
“represents
everything a
barber shop
should be.
Good cuts,
good shaves
and everything
in between.”

Hair: Sheriff Mehmet SRH & Mike Taylor SRH.
Make Up: Jaclyn Hachey. Photography: Kale Friesen.

• Late June and 3,000 barbers
gathered in South Wales for the third
edition of the annual Barber Connect
exhibition. With an international pull,
visitors came from many countries
including as far away as Hong Kong,
Australia and Canada. There were
more than 70 exhibitors showcasing
new concepts and products, with
plenty of live stage work to keep the
crowd amused.
Event sponsors Jack Dean at
Denman, and Wahl UK hosted stages
with seminars from Wahl Academy
educator Simon Shaw, the Beverly
Hills Barber Chris Vaughn, and Kevin
Luchman at Toni&Guy among others.
The first annual Barber Awards
was presented on the Barbicide
stand, offering a fabulous £3,000 top
prize – scooped this year by a female
Dutch barber, Dieuwertje Prins based
in Holland!

• The inaugural Great British Barber Bash last year
launched a series of barbering shows and workshops
throughout 2015 with small, intimate events reflecting the
buzz around the barbering industry today.
The North West Barber Bash in Southport’s Royal
Clifton Hotel this summer for example, attracted 300
visitors enjoying an evening of barbering culture combining
entertainment and education including social media barber
sensations Danny Robinson & Alan Beak, New Yorker
Sid Sottung, and Dan and Robert Rix [see HC magazine
Summer edition]! Next up is GBBB-Liverpool on 4th
October. Look for details on line at
www.greatbritishbarberbash.co.uk

www.haircouncil.org.uk
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grooming PRODUCTS
GROOMING

penny etheridge hairdressing business

Do you know where you’re going?

What’s turning heads in the barbering world? Check out these new products

Moving on from working full time as a hairdreser and then owner of a large
salon group, Penny Etheridge now runs Radiant Hair Consultancy, guiding
industry peers through the process of running a super-successful business.
Wahl T-Cut trimmer
is lightweight and cordless,
fully charged in 120 minutes
and has a 60-minute run
time. Its 40mm steel T Blade
is ideal for close trimming,
precise neck and beard
outlining as well as creative
styling.
Tel: +44 (0) 1227 740066 or
visit: www.mywahlpro.com

Andis Slimline Pro Li Cordless
Trimmer creates the sharpest lines,
finest definition and enables finishing
perfection. Ergonomically contoured
and cordless, the control is all yours.
Tel: 01227 713311 or www.andis.com
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Maletti Zeus barber chair is traditional values
meets modern-day barber demands! It possesses
a sturdy frame, a deep-set and wide seat with a
lockable hydraulic base which raises and reclines,
plus a height adjustable headrest and large
footplate. Piping and cross-stitching with highpolished chrome fittings seal the deal for aesthetics.
Tel: 0203 207 2032 or visit www.maletti.co.uk

Mitch Heavy Hitter Deep
Cleansing Shampoo powers
away dirt, grease and buildup. It invigorates and cleans
without stripping natural oils
and is ideal for daily use.
Tel: +44 (0) 845 659 0012 or
visit: www.paul-mitchell.co.uk

www.haircouncil.org.uk

“The Yogi Berra counselled: ‘If you don’t know
and future performance. The team should also
where you’re going, you’ll end up someplace else.’
be consistently empowered to take ownership of
That’s so true. Ask yourself where do you want
their own destiny and be aware of how positive
your company to be one year from now? And what
outcomes will benefit themselves and the company.
do you want to achieve. Smart business builders
Communicating and mutually understanding
consistently challenge themselves on these two
specific goals within an agreed time frame will
issues. Reassessing, reevaluating and establishing
ensure attainment of goals and targets will be more
reachable and measurable goals in advance. Those
easily achieved. Results of a“meta-analysis” recently
published by Forbes shows that the establishment
in business who don’t? Well they could possibly end
of specific goals results in significantly higher
up in the Cemetery of Failed Businesses!
performance than the setting of general goals.
“The first year in business is tough enough, but
• Business Plan: Too many people I know in
let me tell you now, it gets even tougher in years two
business use a business plan to gain funds then
and three… unless you learn to keep reassessing
never give it a second thought! Your business plan
key elements for opening and running a successful
is a plan, and for that reason needs to be reviewed
business. We looked at these in the Summer edition
regularly. By doing this you can also link this into
of Hair Council magazine [May 2015] , but let’s
the next element which is…
recap on a key four points that are vital going into
• Funding: Is it time to think about some
year two of your entreprise.
expansion within the salon? Currently
• Vision: How does your vision from the
there is a lot of support available from
first year’s business compare with what
Government-backed incentives offering
you originally forecast for the 12 months
support to established business that
that have passed? What needs to
wish to expand, so maybe you need to
be changed, developed or scrapped
do some research.
completely? Involve all the team in the
“Finally have a ‘Plan B’. Even with your
development and establishment of a
best efforts, you won’t reach every goal.
company vision for the future. Work
Knowing this, allows for some variation
together in developing a new plan for the
in your plans. There should always be an
next year. Be bold and think about a twoalternative that addresses unexpected
year then three-year vision plan as well.
challenges or opportunities that are
Don’t be scared to commit to paper the
beyond your control. Above all, don’t beat
vision you and the team share; anything
yourself up on every small mistake you
can and should be changed if it no longer
make. Being in business is all a learning
fits within the growth of the company. The
The team needs
curve and everybody makes a slip up
team needs to be heard, understood and
to be heard,
from time to time. Be kind to yourself and
respected to ensure 100% commitment
understood and
learn to reward yourself when you do
towards the vision.
respected to
something well.”
• Goal-setting: Everyone needs to find
ensure 100%
goals mutually acceptable in order for
Penny offers one to one consultancy as
them to be attainable. With this in mind,
commitment
well as team training sessions. All SRH
the next step is to clearly communicate
towards the
hairdressers can enjoy a 25% discount
to the team exactly what needs to happen
vision.’
for services undertaken. For more
on an individual and team level. Everyone
should know their targets, their skill levels
information call 07768383954 or email
and when and how to discuss current
penny@radianthairconsultancy.com
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david wright hairdressing business
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hellen ward hairdressing business

Zero hours

The consumer is king

David Wright BA (Hons) FIPD is the go-to business advisor for
help on contracts, policies and application forms amongst many
things. Listen up to what he knows about zero hours contracts:

A director at Richard Ward salon in London, Hellen Ward is a leading educator,
author and lecturer in hairdressing, making her a big-hitting business player in
our industry. She is also Chairman of the Fellowship for British Hairdressing, and
Chairman of the government initiative Trailblazers for the hairdressing sector.

“Zero hours contracts aren’t new. Staff have been
claim some form of discrimination based on some
employed on a casual, or as-and-when basis for
unlawful criteria eg age, race, sex etc.
many years. But the practice where employers
“If an employee genuinely is only employed to
give all or most employees a ‘zero hours’ contract
cover ad hoc sickness, holidays or workload peaks,
has attracted bad press. This is particularly the
then there might not be an alternative to a zero
hours or casual contract. But when an employee
case where employees work regular hours but
contractually don’t have any guaranteed hours.
works 40 plus weeks a year, there are a number
In some cases, they are told they can’t work for
of alternatives to zero hours which can be beneficial
other employers – the term used is “exclusivity”.
to both employer and employee:
“Equally, zero hours contracts can be highly
“Firstly, you can still offer them a number of
appropriate in situations where you want an
guaranteed hours that, in your experience, will
individual or a small pool of staff to cover peaks
always be available eg an average of 15 hours per
of work, or holidays or sickness.
week. After six months, typically staff will have
“And there are employees in the workforce who,
built up some sort of client base. Once you have
for a variety of reasons, like the facility to be able
a core or average hours agreed, the employee
to pick and choose when and if they wish to
has some form of guaranteed income
work, they simply advise their employer of
and you can calculate their holiday
entitlement. Another option might be,
their availability.
“Employees on zero hours contracts
instead of guaranteeing 15 hours a week,
do have employment rights: if someone
you could pay 15 hours per week but
on zero hours works regularly and earns
specify in the contract the therapist will
more than the earnings requirement, they
work 60 hours over 4 weeks or 150 hours
are eligible for SSP and similarly SMP.
over 10 weeks. This would similarly give
quite substantial flexibility.
Neither does zero hours mean zero holidays
or no holiday pay; zero hours staff are
“Finally, some salons employ staff on
entitled to both. If someone works for
an Annual Hours Contract. Once again
you continuously on zero hours for two
the employee receives a regular weekly
years, they have the normal right to claim
wage but there is a projected annual
unfair dismissal.
number. So, based on 15 hours the
“The Zero Hours Workers (Exclusivity
employee would work 782 hours in 12
Terms) Regulations 2015 Introduced a
months. They would be entitled to a
Once you have
legal definition of what a zero hours worker
minimum of 5.6 weeks holiday based
a core or average
is, namely: “…there is no certainty that any
on 15 hours a week ie. 84 hours a year.
hours agreed,
work or services will be made available to
“All the above give considerable
the employee has
the worker.” The use of exclusivity clauses
flexibility and the actual figure could be
some form
where employees aren’t guaranteed
reviewed annually.”
hours but can’t work for other employers
of guaranteed
is now banned.
income and you
“There has also been the high-profile
If you want help, for the annual fee of just
can calculate
case involving Sports Direct where 200
£225 (a 10% discount on the normal fee)
their holiday
zero hours workers made claims relating to
contact David on 07930 358067 or 01302
entitlement.’
the fact they were excluded from bonuses
563691, or email info@davidwrightpersonnel.
paid to permanent staff. It isn’t difficult to
co.uk. You can also take a look at his website
see a case where a zero hours worker can
at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk

www.haircouncil.org.uk

“A recent article in the Daily Mail stated that,
the most critical part of the salon visit – both preunder a proposed new Consumer Rights Bill,
and post-service.
which may come into force on 1st October 2015,
“Hairdressing is not an exact science; however
the general public will be given stronger powers
qualified and experienced an operator is, there is
to challenge firms that treat them badly.
always room for misunderstanding. Moreover,
hair doesn’t always perform exactly as we expect
“Under the headline ‘Record deals with
tradesmen on your phone…including your
it to – sometimes there are some surprising results.
hairdresser’, the article told us that ‘people will
Working with the client as a long-term ‘work in
be encouraged to make smartphone recordings
progress’ to attain their hair wish-list is part of the
of dealings with tradesmen, builders, decorators
service of any great salon.
and even hairdressers to ensure they stick to
“Can you imagine the added pressure of
their word’.
a client thrusting their smartphone into the
“Lib Dem Minister Jo Swinson said that,
consultation process then taking action against
recordings could be used in many circumstances,
us if we don’t deliver precisely? We’ve all had
including recording a hairdresser promising to
clients whose expectations are not akin to reality.
cut hair in a particular style. The minister stressed
Part of the chairside manner is to gently let the
that she was not suggesting any secret kind
client know what is deliverable and what is blueof recording. When asked if this could include
sky thinking on their part.
consultations with hairdressers, the
“Builders? Yes. A wall is a wall, and
minister said: “absolutely, yes”.
agreeing to build it up or knock it down
“Thank heaven, then, for Hilary
is not ambiguous. Plumbers? Yes. I get
that, too. Your loo either works or it doesn’t.
Hall, Chief Executive of the NHF, who
responded on the industry’s behalf,
They’ve either fitted a washing machine
saying that her members might find
properly or not. But isn’t hairdressing just
the idea unnerving. Too right, Hilary.
a little more complicated? As a service
Having been behind a chair for the
industry, like restaurants, there are grey
early part of my career, I know too well
areas. Just because something sounds
that if a hairdresser has received sound,
delicious on a menu doesn’t mean it’s
quality training, there’s rarely such thing
going to taste great when it’s sitting on
as a bad haircut or colour – more a
the plate in front of you.
bad consultation. And that takes two
“So – whilst I agree the customer has
– however thin you slice it.
to be king ALWAYS – we’re subtler and
“We have a policy in the Richard
cleverer at dealing with it ourselves. NannyWard salon which clearly states that,
state legislation can only be a license to
The consultation
if one of our colourists, therapists, nail
cause problems.”
remains the most
tech’s or stylists experiences a client
critical part of
consultation where the boundaries
the
salon visit –
aren’t clearly defined at the end, or
Hellen Ward is married to celebrity and Royal
both pre- and
where there is no visual agreement
hairdresser, Richard Ward SRH, and the
post-service.’
in terms of finish, cut, result or shade
couple run a dynamic business. Hellen is
choice, then a manager must be called
widely known and respected in the industry
before any technical processes are
for her business acumen and her vision for
undertaken. The consultation remains
brand development.
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The Iconic

you too can become a master craftsman

Congratulations
to these
new Master
Craftsmen
Mr Gary Roger Machin,
Smallthorne
Miss Zoe Card, Ryde,
Isle of Wight
Mrs Dawn Buttle, Orsett
Mrs Cheryl Broad, Wimborne
Mrs Karolina Grzelewska,
Nottingham
Shola Agidee, Worcestershire
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The Hair Council are pleased
to announce the brand new
Master Craftsman Diploma
for Barbers. This prestigious
award now recognises barbers
in their own right. Hairdressers
and barbers can join the likes
of Lino Carbosiero (main image),
Mark Coray, Anne Veck, Andrew
Barton and other industry
professionals in celebrating
their skills and qualifications by
applying to become recognised
as a master of your craft. If you
have been a State Registered

Hairdresser or Barber for over
two years and have management
or teaching experience you may
be eligible to become a Master
Craftsman in Hairdressing or
Barbering. This prestigious and
select hairdressing award puts
you among the cream of British
hairdressing and barbering.
The Master Craftsman Diploma
comes in four different formats
and all new Master Craftsmen
will be listed on the new Hair
Council website – see your name
at www.haircouncil.org.uk

For more
information
on how
to become
a Master
Craftsman
contact the
Hair Council on
020 8760 7010

hairdressing and barbersing award presentations

Sassoon used it to create the bob. It’s the most versatile styling brush in the world.
Now with a re-designed handle for enhanced grip and control.
Use it to smooth, shape, sculpt and style.

THE DENMAN D3 SEVEN-ROW STYLING BRUSH.
Often copied, never equalled.
Silver Metal Plaque
on a black mount
in quality silver
frame

Burnished Brass
Plaque
mounted on faux
dark wood

Diploma in
Hairdressing
in a specially
made frame

Silver Metal
Plaque
in a modern-look
acrylic frame

www.haircouncil.org.uk

Hair
Council

Denman supports the
#getregistered campaign
as the way forward
for professionalising
the hairdressing and
barbering industry

